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A New Space Just For Social Media Creators to Collaborate
Published on 04/24/20
California-based startup, Collabspace, Inc., announces Collabspace 2.5 for iOS and Android
devices, its popular collaboration app for social media content creators. Collabspace
allows social media creators to connect with each other for collabs and creative
freelancing gigs. Creators can collaborate to produce higher quality content and
supercharge their audience growth through cross-promotion and networking opportunities.
Los Angeles, California - California-based startup, Collabspace, Inc., has recently
announced the launch of the latest version of its popular cross-platform collaboration app
for social media content creators, Collabspace 2.5. Available in iOS and Android versions,
the app enables thousands of online content creators, influencers, and freelancers to
collaborate and keep their audiences growing around the world.
The team behind Collabspace realized that with social media becoming the new reality for
modern communication, millions of Creators, artists, influencers and podcasters are
creating engaging and educational content on YouTube, Instagram, and other digital
platforms every day, but not all content creators easily develop huge audiences.
Collabspace provides a solution so that in addition to creating great content on a
consistent basis, content creators can more easily engage in self-marketing through
collaboration and cross-promotion.
"One of the most effective strategies for audience growth is to collaborate with other
Creators. In fact, YouTube itself has said that 'Collaborations can be a powerful way to
reach new viewers [and] forge connections to find a broader audience.' Yet many Creators
don't know how to find collabs on YouTube or Instagram to help them grow," explains Daniel
McKenzie, Founder of Collabspace.
To make it easier than ever for content creators to find collabs and network with other
creators, the new Collabspace app has created an online community where creators can post
projects, find paid creative freelancing gigs, and connect with nearby creators. The app
is powered by intuitive search and discovery features that include powerful filters so
users can easily find collaboration opportunities matching their own unique style and
content. Each day, the app automatically searches through the global Collabspace community
to send users personalized potential matches for new collab opportunities.
In addition, content creators can also use Collabspace to find paid creative freelancing
gigs, make plans to attend industry events and meet-ups, respond to posted projects, join
local groups of content creators, and browse the Collabspace leaderboards all within a
dynamic community designed to accelerate creative networking and expression.
The following are just a few key features of the app that make it easier for content
creators across different platforms to work together:
*
*
*
*
*

Daily suggested potential collab matches.
Project postings inviting creators to collaborate on specific ideas.
Local groups to connect with nearby content creators.
Ability to send or request paid offers for creative freelancing gigs.
Advanced filters to discover customized collab opportunities.

"Collabspace is a revolutionary platform that has been designed for creators in any niche.
The platform brings content creators together to collaborate and share ideas, which is one
of the best ways to create dynamic content that audiences love. The idea of collaboration
itself includes an element of organic marketing, based on cross-promotion, which helps
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content creators increase their followers by cross-pollinating audiences and generating
fresh ideas," explains Daniel. "Our app is aimed at bringing the digital creative
community together so creators can join hands in producing influential content and propel
each other's growth across social media through creative collaboration," he adds.
For those who want to launch a career as a YouTube or Instagram influencer, podcaster, or
other digital content creator, or who plan to leverage social platforms to find paid
creative freelancing gigs, Collabspace proves to be a useful platform to connect with
other creators, collaborate, and tap into new strategies for building audiences around the
world.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 10.0 or later
* 94.8 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Collabspace 2.5 is free and is available worldwide through the App Store in the Social
Networking category. Pro and Elite subscriptions are available as a convenient in-app
purchase.
Collabspace 2.5:
https://www.collabspace.co/
Download from the App Store:
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/collabspace/id1316399337?ls=1
Download from Google Play:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.collabspace.collabspaceapp
Screenshot 1:
https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/298n4aqqLG5Imrs9TiplFXgN4w_rkYJ7vg6BrGyLzQWySuE
m3Tuw1svOJX2CB3hKb5kZ=w720-h310-rw
Screenshot 2:
https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/nzTlnLf1N_WdJ3tOYaWYzoDdfbVXrFevaLWWEDLAwsmNz
Scm0s7BnFv4VzLkY7QoBA=w720-h310-rw
App Icon:
https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/a3xEuZ8DrgETWWd_jYQDvArtgxhM3jUyjRNWveAnejt1HteQFWcM7jEQpuMcMn6Lw=s180-rw

Founded in 2019 by Daniel McKenzie, Collabspace is a platform that connects creators,
influencers, and creative freelancers for collaboration opportunities. Headquartered in
Los Angeles, California and downloaded in over 50 countries around the world, Collabspace
is a first-of-its-kind, cross-platform collaboration network for Creators focused on
growing audiences across social media platforms, especially YouTube and Instagram. All
Material and Software (C) Copyright 2020 Collabspace. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of
their respective owners.
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